DOLL QUILTS

SUPPLIES:
• Fabric scraps
• Background fabric (about a fat quarter should do)
• Binding fabric (Either two width of fabric strips or four fat quarter width of fabric strips)
• A small piece of batting (about 20in x 26in)
• Backing fabric (about the same size as the batting)
• Cutting mat
• Rotary cutter
• Quilt ruler
• Pins
• Thread

WOF = Width of fabric
RST = Right sides together
Use a 1/4in seam allowance

STEP ONE: CUT THE BACKGROUND SQUARES
• Cut x48 2.5in squares

STEP TWO: CUT THE PRINT FABRICS
Choose the 12 fabrics that will be the plus signs. I’m using leftover 2.5in strips.
From each fabric:
• Cut two 2.5in squares
• Cut one 2.5in x 6.5in rectangle

STEP THREE: SEW TOGETHER THE PLUS BLOCKS
• Sew together a background 2.5in square, a print 2.5in square and another background 2.5in square.
• Press seams open or towards one side.
• Repeat for both the top and bottom rows of the block.

STEP FOUR: SEW TOGETHER THE DOLL QUILT TOP
• Arrange the plus blocks in four rows of three. If your seams are not pressed open arrange the blocks in the proper orientation so the seams are nesting.
• Sew together each row. Press seams open or each row in opposite directions.
• Finish the quilt top by sewing rows together.

STEP FIVE: BASTE THE DOLL QUILT
• Start by laying out the doll quilt backing with the wrong side facing up. Next, add the piece of batting. Lastly, place the finished doll quilt top on top of the layers.

STEP SIX: QUILT THE DOLL QUILT

STEP SEVEN: BIND THE DOLL QUILT
• Trim the quilt square using a quilt ruler.
• Make the binding by sewing together the 2.5in strips of fabric. Press seams open.- Fold the binding wrong sides together length wise and press.
• Attach binding to doll quilt.

MAKE UP A FEW OF THESE DOLL QUILTS FOR A HANDMADE CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR.

Approx: 18in x 24in
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**HST QUILT**

**STEP ONE: CUT THE BACKGROUND FABRIC**
- Cut x6 5in squares
- Cut x2 3.5in x 12.5in pieces
- Cut x2 3.5in x 22.5in pieces

**STEP TWO: CUT THE PRINT FABRICS**
- Cut x6 5in squares of various print

**STEP THREE: MAKE THE HSTS**
- Pair up a 5in background square and a 5in print square.
- Place RST.
- Mark a line on the diagonal.
- Sew 1/4in from the marked line on both sides.
- Trim HST on the marked line.
- Press open each HST.
- Trim each unit to 4.5in square.

**STEP FOUR: SEW TOGETHER THE DOLL QUILT TOP**
- Arrange the HST blocks in four rows of three.
- Sew together each row. Press seams open or each row in opposite directions.
- Add the top and bottom border.
- Add borders to both sides.

---

**SIMPLE SQUARES QUILT**

**STEP ONE: CUT THE BACKGROUND FABRIC**
- Cut x31 2.5in squares
- Cut x2 2.5in x 14.5in pieces
- Cut x2 2.5in x 22.5in pieces

**STEP TWO: CUT THE PRINT FABRICS**
- Cut x32 2.5in squares of various print

**STEP THREE: SEW TOGETHER THE QUILT TOP**
- Sew together the blocks starting with a print and alternating a background square as shown above.
- Make nine rows. Five should start and end with a print. Four should start and end with a background. Press each row in opposite directions.
- Sew the rows together.
- Add the border to the top and bottom.
- Add borders to both sides.